
Student “Expert Talks” 

Educator Overview 

 

TEXT ON SCREEN:  What does technology-enabled learning look like? 

 

EDUCATOR: My name is Marie Swift and I’m a resource teacher with the Simcoe 

County District School Board.  I supported Donna Boudreau the classroom teacher 

during this learning activity. 

 

At the beginning of this learning activity we started with a list of brainstormed possible 

topics, so things like living things, sports, animals, anything that grade two kids might be 

interested in and know a lot about. It was harder than we expected. The classroom 

teacher and I collaborated and we modelled an example of how we could come up with 

5 interesting facts and realized it was a little bit tricky. 

 

From there, the students each chose a specific topic and they discovered that if they 

didn’t have 5 interesting facts then maybe they weren’t an expert after all and needed to 

decide on a different topic. They worked with a partner and the partner gave feedback 

on whether they were actually giving interesting facts or just telling common knowledge. 

 

Once the students were ready we showed them how to use the basic features of the 

iPad app which is now called Adobe Spark Video and they continued to work with 

partners to create a finished product of a slideshow.  

 

The learners in this activity were students in their second year of a French Immersion 

program in Grade 2. The community is a school in a fairly large city that had recently 

changed its structure to include only French classes.  

 

In Donna’s class the students have access to 3 iPads which stay in the classroom. They 

also have a class laptop that is hooked up to a SMARTBoard and a HoverCam. She’s 

also able to borrow iPads from neighbouring classes. 

 

Students used the iPad app Explain Everything to gain comfort speaking and creating 
on the device, and then for the main part of the activity, they used the iPad app called 
Adobe Spark Video.  
 
Using these digital tools supported and challenged the students. Knowing there wasn’t 
going to be the pressure of having to write down their thoughts, the audio recording 
aspect of the app gave students the freedom and empowered them to add more detail 
and depth into their responses. 
 
Using technology enabled collaboration because they had to rehearse their oral 



expression with a partner and take in any relevant suggestions before using the app. It 
also required clear communication as they expressed themselves orally.  Creative 
problem solving and critical thinking were used while the students reflected on their 
work in progress using the app and they made changes accordingly.  
 
Students figured out how to add and change visual themes and music to their 
slideshows pretty much on their own. Using technology in this learning activity was 
important because it enabled the focus to be on oral language so that this experience 
could be a strong scaffold to support written language later on.  It also enabled each 
student to be more actively involved at every stage of the process. 
 
Students didn’t participate in the decision making as to which app would be used but in 
the process they did get to make lots of decisions. They picked their subject matter, 
they also could have added more than 5 interesting facts if they chose. They were the 
ones who chose the photos and in some cases created their own drawings to depict 
their facts, and they chose a visual theme and some music to accompany their ideas.  
 
The classroom teacher felt that it was a great opportunity for her to expand her skills 
and grow in her teaching  practice. 
 
TEXT ON SCREEN:  What does technology-enabled learning look like? 


